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Welcome to the 2014 Sunshine Coast Art Prize

Now in its ninth year, the Sunshine Coast Art Prize is the annual
signature arts event on the Sunshine Coast.
The Art Prize is one of the richest regional art awards in Australia with all
categories and partnerships combining to produce prizes totalling $40,000 in
value. Many of these prizes are donated by local businesses and not-for-profit
organisations, focussing upon the professional development of local artists.
The exhibition showcases 40 finalists including some of the most exciting
new contemporary Australian artists. Local artists are always predominant
and this year we have a large number of very talented local artists included
within the exhibition.
Alongside this exhibition of finalists, the Sunshine Coast Art Prize includes a
partnership with the Friends of Caloundra Regional Gallery to produce the
“Local Artist Local Content” Art Prize with prizes donated by local business
and organisations.
This year also includes the development of an exciting new direction for
the Art Prize. The inaugural New Media category presented by Analogue
Digital and The University of the Sunshine Coast Gallery has inspired a
new generation of local emerging digital artists with substantial prizes and
developmental opportunities.
There is no doubt that the Sunshine Coast Art Prize is a significant cultural
initiative for the region, and its growth, both locally and nationally over the
past decade is impressive.
Sunshine Coast Council looks forward to continuing to support the arts
community on the Coast through initiatives such as Sunshine Coast Art Prize.
I hope you enjoy this year’s exciting and impressive mix of quality artwork and
we look forward to the exciting celebrations of the tenth anniversary in 2015.

Cr Mark Jamieson
Mayor

The finalists

Miles Allen*

Raquel Ormella

Stephen Bird

Daniel O’Toole

Ariel Cameron

Dylan Quirk

Carly Cornelissen*

Melissa Ritchie

Donna Davis

Donna Robinson

Matthew de Moiser

Phil Rolton*

Odette England

Alma Sarac

Robert Fenton

Tracy Sarroff

Filthy the Bear

Sam Scoufos

Prudence Flint

Merry Sparks

Janice Gobey

Kristen Tennyson

Carla Gottgens

James Tinsley

Elaine Green

Greer Townshend

Robert Hague

Joanne Turner*

Amaya Iturri

Vestige Collective
(Kellie O’Dempsey, Tanya Voges
and Maylei Hunt)

Jud Keresztesi
Hyun-Hee Lee
Judi Liosatos
Dan McDonnell
Tessa McOnie
Nicola Moss
* Local Finalists

LeAnne Vincent
Pam Walpole*
Sharon West
Jane Woodruff

The prize

The Sunshine Coast Art Prize is among the nation’s most significant
regional art prizes and is presented by Sunshine Coast Council.
The winning work is acquired for the Sunshine Coast Art Collection.
Now in its ninth year, the prize attracts the best contemporary and
emerging artists Australia has to offer, with the winner receiving
$15,000 and an artist residency thanks to Arley Farm.

Major Prize
$15,000

A non-acquisitive Highly Commended prize sponsored by the Proost-De Deyne
family to the value of $2,500 will also be announced at the official opening.

Highly Commended
$2,500

A non-acquisitive People’s Choice prize sponsored by the Friends Caloundra
Regional Gallery Inc., to the value of $2,500 will be awarded to the artist who
garners the most votes from visitors to the gallery and from online voters
around the nation during the Sunshine Coast Art Prize exhibition. Vote for
your favourite work to go in the draw to win a prize.

People’s Choice
$2,500

The final day of the exhibition will be a great opportunity to enjoy company
with friends with an outdoor luncheon in Felicity Park, adjacent to the gallery.
Immediately following the luncheon is the Art Prize auction, where you have
the opportunity to take home artworks from Australia’s most exciting new
artists. All income goes to support the gallery’s programs.
Sunshine Coast Art Prize exhibition
27 August to 26 October 2014
Free entry

plus a two-week
arts residency

01 ALLEN, Miles
Letters in Water (detail) | 2013 | plywood, ink and wax | 90 x 120cm. Image: Nathalie Bastier

Cut and tinted recycled wooden
fruit and vegetable boxes and
plywood discarded from European
produce markets create this
geometrical artwork. The grain
and textures of the ink-absorbing
wood are enhanced, whilst printed
letters are integrated into a rhythmic
design to fit my theme of water.
Blue exaggerates attractiveness,
conjures up well-being and serenity,
and disguises pollution. Green is
the life-giving force of water for
plants and humans. Scattered
letters reflect the world’s use of
water as a never-ending resource.
Sadly, a third of the world’s
population lacks adequate
sanitation and by 2025 two-thirds
will be worse affected by water
scarcity or complete deprivation.

02 BIRD, Stephen
I am the Way (detail) | 2013 | ceramic | 41 x 51cm

Bird’s shoot out series of ceramic
platters seems to represent today’s
global power struggle, with each
platter referencing a particular
cultural style or historical period
of ceramic production. Bird does
not deride the quasi-religious
imagery he appropriates, but
rather elevates and projects it
into the secular cathedral of
the contemporary gallery. The
familiarity of pottery, the sensual
nature of clay, the male-female
ambiguity and the heightened
sexual or violent tension in this
work create a playful, cathartic
experience where one feels
compelled to laugh out loud.

03 CAMERON, Ariel
Paris (detail) | 2013 | photography | 72 x 102cm

Paris has created a modest life
nestled in the bushland of a small
community in Northern New South
Wales. Here we see an honest
moment of quiet contemplation
as she takes a fire-heated bath
under the stars. When making
the photograph I stood beside
Paris and caught her reflection
in a window as she looked to the
outside. Reflections of interior
and exterior worlds intermingle
and she is found in the middle,
where the richness of her
character and the home where
she rekindles a connection to
nature are captured. This image
is a part of a larger series titled
Aquarians, documenting those
living in alternative communities
surrounding Nimbin.

04 CORNELISSEN, Carley
Hold on Ladies, I’m a Coming | 2014 | acrylic and transfer on board | 90 x 90cm

Australia currently has the highest
plant and animal extinction rate of
any country in the world. With over
120 species disappearing within
the last 200 years and hundreds
more on the endangered list the
numbers are increasing rapidly
due to agriculture, urban sprawl
and introduced species. Imagine
if the answer was as simple as
increasing the romance.

05 DAVIS, Donna
Life Support | 2013 | pigment print on Hahnemuhle fine art rag | 64 x 44cm

The flora specimen within the
cabinet stands as a marker of
the complex dichotomy between
humans and nature: it speaks
to us in terms of life and death,
revealing a lamentable tension.
Without plants, humans and life
on our planet could not exist.
Life Support plays with this truth,
reversing roles in order to examine
the uncomfortable nature of
human intervention. Species loss is
a reality, with an estimated one in
every five plant species vulnerable
to extinction. Human intervention,
such as logging, mining and
urbanisation, is the leading cause.
This work invites the viewer to
consider a world without plants –
and the ecological implications.

06 de MOISER, Matthew
Servo (state 3) | 2014 | Laminex on board | 60 x 60cm

Things are not necessarily as they
first seem in Matthew de Moiser’s
sparse suburban landscapes.
Although they look like paintings,
these meticulous works are
actually assemblages made from
Laminex – a thin plastic veneer
used to conceal and protect.
Whilst this conceit is deliberate
and metaphoric, the laminate also
has an ethereal quality that has
a way of transforming ordinary
service stations, houses and
freeway overpasses into acid
trip impressions of the Australian
suburban condition. Like his
earlier abstract sculptural works
made from Ikea furniture parts, the
laminate paintings (as de Moiser
calls them) are an escape – a
yearning for the sublime in the
most unlikely of everyday places.

07 ENGLAND, Odette
Mum #14 (Right Foot) From the Series ‘Thrice Upon a Time’ (edition 2 of 3) (detail) | 2012 | photography | 80 x 102cm

I grew up on a dairy farm in South
Australia. Falling milk prices and
rising costs forced my parents,
under threat of bankruptcy,
to sell everything and leave.
Twenty-two years later Mum and
Dad performed a collaborative
‘homecoming’ on my behalf. Every
month for one year they revisited
our former farm, wearing on
the soles of their shoes a set of
negatives I had made at the farm
in 2005 of places where they had
taken snapshots of me as a child.
As my parents walked the farm the
negatives became abraded and
imprinted with dirt. The negatives
were returned to me, some so
damaged they had to be pieced
together with tweezers. This series,
Thrice upon a time, is a movement
of reclamation and transcription:
since I cannot work the land with
my hands, I work it through the
lens, and the tread of my parents.

08 FENTON, Robert
The Happy Kleptomaniac Collection_Item Number 106 | 2014 | graphite, pastel and resin on paper on board | 98 x 58cm

Like most artists I am a happy
kleptomaniac, collecting toys,
figurines and bits and pieces. The
Kleptomaniac series has been
made over four years, each year
changing with each new find or
love. This time it’s my children. The
rules for collecting art, toys, and
rocks apply to having children:
knowledge, learning, personal
pleasure (including appreciation
of beauty and pride of ownership),
social interaction with fellow
collectors, and altruism. Collectors
are hoarders; they assign too
much value to their possessions
making it difficult or impossible to
get rid of them. The question may
be asked: will I be attached any
more or any less to this collection
as it grows and morphs over time?

09 FILTHY THE BEAR
Yogi: Titan of Eternia | 2013 | acrylic on canvas | 91 x 46cm

Yogi, as the avatar of nature and
the symbol of justice, stands
on a precipice overlooking the
remains of a technological world
that was not of his making. After
years in a losing battle he and his
kind eventually pushed back, as
surely nature must. The heroes
and symbols of mankind’s selfimportance lie beaten on the
battleground, the imminent losers
in the struggle for supremacy over
the earth.

10 FLINT, Prudence
Doll | 2013 | oil on linen | 122 x 102cm. Image: Ian Hill

My father died last year and
I found myself retrieving my
childhood dolls from a cupboard
at my mother’s house. They were
lying around in my studio on a
table in the window light. I resisted
the urge to paint them for some
time. When I did I promised myself
not to get carried away and
romanticise their murky presence. I
enjoyed painting the synthetic hair,
the plastic skin, the child faces
and the shabby dresses falling
over the stiff limbs.

11 GOBEY, Janice
Engulfed (detail) | 2013 | oil on Belgian linen | 60 x 90cm. Image: Andrew Curtis

This work came about after a
residency in Berlin. The fox fur
was purchased at Mauer Park Flea
Market and the Berlin-based artist,
Boris Eldagsen, posed for the
painted hand. I have an obsession
with fur and drapery and use
these as metaphors for deeper
psychological issues. Notions
of the uncanny are at play in my
work and viewers are encouraged
to navigate layers of meaning
through symbol and material
ciphers. The understanding of the
body, our own and that of others,
is put into open examination
through the use of representation,
fragmentation and residue.

12 GOTTGENS, Carla
Swarm (detail) | 2013 | photograph (C type print) | 56 x 83cm

When I think of a swarm of insects
I imagine it as a closed protective
casing, something rounded,
claustrophobic, yet calming and
almost silent. Once you are within
a swarm no-one can hear you. A
helmet shape of hair around the
girl encloses a swarm of intense
feeling – shutting out the viewer,
who cannot hear the subject or
read the emotions happening in
her world.

13 GREEN, Elaine
Extinguished 2 | 2014 | oil on canvas | 68 x 51cm

As the flame of life is extinguished
there is an ephemeral moment of
transition as the spirit leaves and
an ethereal breath ascends.

14 HAGUE, Robert
Trojan Hammer (Osprey) | 2013 | hand printed lithograph on cotton rag paper | 60 x 40cm

‘Art is not a mirror held up to
society, but a hammer with which
to shape it.’ (Bertolt Brecht)
The Trojan Hammer (Osprey)
is a key work from a series
that explores the metaphorical
character of the hammer and is
the first in the series to entirely
separate the composition. The
hammer, an instrument of both
creation and destruction, here
represents an instrument of power.
The Osprey, blinded by desire,
plunges downward with complete
disregard for the impact, leaving
the subject trapped between lust
and consequence. We seek power
over our lives and others, yet we
remain blind to it.

15 ITURRI, Amaya
S.PAIN (Caballero) | 2014 | acrylic on linen | 120 x 92cm

S. PAIN (Caballero) is one of a
series of paintings in response
to the crisis – similar to one four
centuries ago – that my birth
country is enduring. I wanted to
make a statement of profound
discontent through iconic paintings
embedded in collective memory.

16 KERESZTESI, Jud
Arctic Storm (detail) | 2012 | oil and bronze on canvas | 122 x 152cm

The turbulence of the sky and the
peace of the lagoon are a reflection
of my inner self, for I am inspired
by stormy weather and I love
mysterious landscapes. I have not
heard of many other artists using
expensive ground bronze (not gold
pigment paint) in oils on canvas. I
have applied it with a palette knife;
cloth and brushes were also used
to create Arctic Storm.

17 LEE, Hyun-Hee
Confessions | 2013 | Hanji paper, ink, cotton, thread, canvas | 100 x 100cm

Memories of family rituals
according to Buddhist beliefs linger
strongly in my mind since migrating
from Korea. Always on New Year’s
Eve we would write our confessions
from the past year on papers that
were folded and burnt. The act
of repeating this ritual became
cathartic for me and spiritually
connected me to my family.

18 LIOSATOS, Judi
Drowning | 2014 | photography | 70 x 70cm

Life becomes overwhelming to the
soul: the suffocating feeling as
we grasp for air. Do we have the
strength to survive? Will someone
hear our silent cries? Does anyone
even know we are here?

19 MCDONNELL, Dan
Anthropomorphic Series Number I | 2013 | oil on linen | 100 x 85cm

Through this Anthropomorphic
series ideas are raised with a
subtle and not easily identified
spark that ignites these issues in
the sub-conscience. The constant
state of flux in the aquatic arena
promotes the possibility of
adaptation. Collating images of
the human body to form a more
animal-like entity raises notions
of hybridity and gender. The use
of found material to initiate the
painting adds a ‘Duchampian’
quality to the work that questions
the idea of originality. The collaged
effect of this image brings together
not only forms, but ideas that beg
to be resolved.

20 MCONIE, Tessa
Gateway to the Soul: Alfred Umbagai (detail) | 2014 | oil on linen | 91 x 137cm

His face records a history of
suffering. Alfred Umbagai’s people
(the Worrorra) had to leave their
pristine Eden on the Kimberley
coast. They now live at Mowanjum
near Derby, hundreds of kilometres
away from the blue seas teeming
with life. My painting is an attempt
to reflect Alfred’s vulnerability
to this pain. It is there in the
background; tears of the past
and the present. But Alfred is not
the pain. The land lives within this
man. Alfred led his friend Robert
Hoskin into his Worrorra land.
They walked down a beach near
to where the whales calve and the
turtles roam free. He called out to
the spirits of the land for protection
and care. This call echoes through
Alfred’s eyes, reflecting this gentle
but savage land that is Australia,
stretching from the Kimberley, to
Perth, to Queensland, and further.

21 MOSS, Nicola
Resource Ecology (Conserve-Develop) | 2013 | synthetic polymer paint on hand cut paper | 148 x 148cm. Image: Carl Warner

People connect and interact with
the natural environment, and
shape it through development,
conservation and culture. How
this is done is reflected in a
mandala addressing issues of
sustainability where, throughout
Australia, biodiversity contrasts
with mineral resource extraction.
Featured are species that
characterise the Greater Blue
Mountains World Heritage area,
including a Macrocosma Moth,
Eucalypts, Banksia, Narrow-leaf
Drumsticks, Flannel Flower and
Isopogon anemonifolius. These sit
within symbols of human impact
in the region – power station
exhaust vents, power lines and
coal mining trucks.
The decisions we make today in
shaping environments around us
determine the heritage we leave for
future generations.

22 ORMELIA, Raquel
Mining Boom #2 (detail) | 2014 | nylon flag | 150 x 90cm

Mining Boom #2 takes a found flea
market flag and superimposes the
text, ‘mining boom’. Letters, rather
than being solid, are dotted with
burnt holes. Strips, calling to mind
the pattern of the Union Jack,
connect the text to the edge of the
flag. There is also the Federation
Star and the stars that make up
the Southern Cross. For 10 years I
have been working with this fabric
format, borrowing aesthetics from
sporting, fan and protest banners,
often commenting on political
events. My frustration with the way
mining drives our economy and
our political discussion, without the
community receiving any benefit,
led to this work.

23 O’TOOLE, Daniel
Light Fall (detail) | 2013 | photography | 30 x 30cm

Daniel O’Toole, also known as
Ears, is a multi-disciplinary artist
working in sound, painting, video
and photography. Known for his
public murals Australia-wide, his
exposure in the public realm has
given many people the opportunity
to discover his more experimental
studio practice. O’Toole creates
photographic works in which
the subject is viewed through
a transparent layer, altered with
paint, wax and other textural
distortions so that the crossover
between painting and analogue
photography becomes unclear. In
turn, these images have become
the inspiration for painting and
video works.

24 QUIRK, Dylan
CIMSTAR 60F | 2014 | oil and acrylic on canvas | 87 x 83cm

On overcast days I’ll ride my
bicycle around taking photos
of industrial detritus, favouring
sculptural objects. I like the lack
of associations concerned with
discarded objects – everything
becomes flattened into one space.
It sends me down a self-reflexive
path concerning time, entropy and
the artefact.

25 RITCHIE, Melissa
Grande Del Macho | 2013 | acrylic on canvas | 100 x 70cm

My Popster portraits (an
amalgamation of Pop Art and
Poster) are a series that reference
commercial poster art. This
painting is of the Rugby League
and Rugby Union great, Wendell
Sailor. I did not want to paint him
in any football theme as I wanted
to show him in a fresh light. His
personality is as big as he is, so I
chose a character that would best
portray this; I painted Wendell as a
Lucha Libre, or Mexican, wrestler.
This style of wrestling is more
flamboyant than the American
style, so I could have fun with it.
I had to be careful not to cover
his face though, so you could
recognise him. Then the name
Grande Del (as in Big Del – his
nickname) Macho, was the final
piece to the puzzle.

26 ROBINSON, Donna Maree
Solace - Sjálfsskoðun Hjartans | 2013 | archival solvent based print on composite aluminium sheet | 76 x 76cm

We usually think of our connection
to the environment as an affinity
with vast landscapes and natural
wonders, whose beauty and terror
evoke awe. Now, with every inch
of our earth’s surface affected by
our human presence there is no
untouched place. We are awed
by our natural environment, we
destroy it, we idealise it, we buy
and sell it and we use its resources
to create new environments in
place of natural ones. While we
separate ourselves from it, yet we
are connected to it. This image
from Reverse Polarity Iceland is
of a tainted world: it explores the
sublime and conveys toxicity and
artificiality, making use of the
discarded relics of our human
presence.

27 ROLTON, Phil
Morning Metro Commute – Abesses to Concorde (detail) | 2013 | pen and wash on watercolour paper | 94 x 75cm. Image: Robyn Rolton

Whilst travelling on the Paris Metro
early one morning we found
ourselves opposite this striking
African woman with her parcels,
travelling to her destination. Quietly
observing the morning shuffle of
commuters and their transiting to
and from metro stations, my wife
captured this image against the
backdrop of the Paris Hiroshima
Art Exhibition poster as we were
coming into Concorde Station.
The mingling of fluorescent light
reflections with the strong cultural
composition in an everyday
environment led me to create a
painting depicting this morning
routine on the Paris Metro.

28 SARAC, Alma
Brothers (detail) | 2013 | acrylic | 101 x 152cm

Last year I spent some time living
near a beach. It brought me
happiness and tranquillity, states
of mind explored in my beach
paintings along with how people
exist in such surroundings. Often
I would note the way children are
immersed in their world – their
dynamics, and their excitement in
just being there.

29 SARROFF, Tracy
Mew Chip Gold (detail) | 2013 | oil paint on perspex | 56 x 83cm

Mew Chip was a Chinese immigrant
who toiled during a bygone gold
rush on the alluvial banks of ‘The
Golden Gully’ at Hill End, New
South Wales. This is a town rich
with eroded diggings, and my
time there as artist-in-residence
and my interest in geological
formations and the crossover of
science fact and fiction inspired a
series of hyper-real paintings on
lurid Perspex, vividly synthetic and
distorting of nature’s elements.
Mew Chip Gold harks back also
to landscape images in science
fiction film classics, particularly the
Stargate landscapes from 2001: A
Space Odyssey.

30 SCOUFOS, Sam
Tim Skiizz | 2013 | giclee print | 90 x 70cm

This work is from the series
Drifters, portraits that investigate
and document the personas and
culture surrounding the motorsport
of drifting. Traditionally drivers are
photographed alongside their cars,
which dictate and reinforce their
identity; they are known not by
name, but by the make and model
of their vehicle. Photographed on
a neutral background immediately
after driving the track, Tim Skiizz
is removed from the motorsport
context. The focus lies on the
individual, and in doing so
I attempt to break down the
stereotypes associated with such
culturally exclusive groups.

31 SPARKS, Merry
The Dingo Did It (detail) | 2013 | acrylic on canvas | 96 x 126cm

‘A Dingo took my baby!’ are words
that haunt the campsites at Uluru.
Without doubt it was proven that a
dingo did take the baby, but there
are those unconvinced people who
would label the disappearance
of baby Azaria as legend, an
outback tale. As an artist inspired
by the stories of our amazing
country, I chose to immortalise the
Dingo in my painting. An animal
of duplicitous nature, resilient and
cunning but seemingly loveable,
the Dingo symbolises the reality
of Australians taking their natural
world for granted and easily
underestimating its deadly force.

32 TENNYSON, Kristin
The Young Cavalier | 2014 | oil on canvas | 140 x 110cm. Image: Michael Marzik

Emerging from a red palette, a
romanticised juvenile nobility
draws upon an Australian colonial
heritage. This work gives birth to
a juvenile warrior, a contemporary
prodigal son searching for
recognition astride the outback
stallion, elevated by a domestic
pedestal. The Young Cavalier
questions who our male youth look
up to as national heroes.

33 TINSLEY, James
The Wall | 2014 | oil on linen | 80 x 100cm. Image: Liz Looker

The Wall explores themes of the
‘other’; the foreground forest and
the river bank opposite provide
the narrative. The painting places
the audience on one side of the
wall, and the wall divides a forest.
The autumn leaves in the forest
are a metaphor for change while
the blackened trunks of the trees
indicate some cathartic event.
In contrast to the forest the bank
on the opposite side of the river
appears a nostalgic, settled,
unified world.

34 TOWNSHEND, Greer
Flowerfall | 2013 | charcoal on paper | 125 x 95cm

If only these treasures were not so
fragile as they are precious and
beautiful - Wolfgang von Goethe
Flowerfall explores the concept of
the soul as well as the intangible,
fleeting quality of the spoken word.
The work depicts a lover speaking
beautiful, evanescent words and
relates to the Greek/Roman notion of
one’s spirit or soul being conveyed
as breath of air.
The figure floats on a white ground,
with a focus on the head and face.
The body is reduced to falling
flowers depicting the soul, life cycles
and personal history. Flowers are
used as a motif due to their delicate
beauty and ephemeral nature.
My work is frequently underpinned
by the concept of fragility, whether
related to the process of memory,
language or the self. My practice
combines portraiture and elements
of nature, inferring an inherent
connection between the two.

35 TURNER, Joanne
The Burning Hart | 2013 | oil and glitter on linen | 101 x 101cm

The ardent heart literally burns
with passion. The hart traditionally
represents a kind of gentleness
or nobility, yet his horns are made
of wild branches, the kind eagerly
grasped by a child, and the
creature inhabits the soul of the
boy. The duality of this image is
the child balancing between two
worlds, yet the mundane world
fades into the background and
the fervent, mythological world
becomes the primary landscape.
There is no stopping, no middle
way; he exists in pure, allencompassing emotion; he is the
simple embodiment of passion.

36 VESTIGE COLLECTIVE
Vestige #1 | 2014 | digital photographic print | 100 x 67cm. Image: Maylie Hunt

A Vestige captures a frozen,
disappearing moment. Vestige
Collective – artists Kellie
O’Dempsey, Tanya Voges and
Maylei Hunt – combines three
creative disciplines of Drawing,
Dance and Photography,
playfully exploring the trace of
memory, body and place as
visual storytelling and interactive
performance. Through captured
drawn light and movement
new forms and strategies of
performance and visual art
emerge. This collaboration
connects shared experiences of
memory and the theatrical.

37 VINCENT, LeAnne
Adaptation #1: Little Corella | 2013 | digital photography on aluminium | 70 x 70cm

Natural environments are
changing due to ecological
factors and human intervention.
Our landscapes become more
industrialised as population
increases and urban development
encroaches further into wildlife
habitat. Australia’s native birds
may adapt and thrive when
displaced due to habitat loss, but
many species will not survive the
fragmentation and destruction.

38 WALPOLE, Pam
Lakeside Remnants (detail) | 2013 | mixed media - found wire, iron and bitumen | 100 x 150cm

These rusty pieces, retrieved from
a dried-up lakeside homestead
gripped by drought, record a
harsh history in a landscape made
from discarded fencing wire and
the detritus of a once thriving
cattle property.

39 WEST, Sharon
Cook discovers the Big Pineapple (and the Glasshouse Mountains) | 2014 | archival pigment print | 90 x 70cm

During his exploration along the
Sunshine Coast Captain James
Cook comes ashore and claims
for Britain a very large pineapple –
and a future tourist attraction.

40 WOODRUFF, Jane
VII. Release (detail) | 2013 | drawing | 80 x 65cm

My art practice reflects a
meditative and spiritual
engagement with the sense world.
Release, in coloured pencils on
Mylar, is one of a series of drawn
responses to an installation I
created to replicate a Celtic
initiation experience.
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